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PDF Aloud Reader is an application that allows you to listen to your pdf files aloud 
PDF Aloud Reader has the following features:

- list PDF files
- Search for a file by name
- Read a PDF file
- listen aloud to a PDF file
- Automatic document scrolling
- Playback speed control
- Choose the reading language
Updated on
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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July 3, 2022
This works great if you can bypass small imperfections. For me it works great. The imperfections are as follows: If you go back too far in the selection process with the arrow key you cannot go back forward so then you have to get out of the app and start over. Another one I noticed were some of the PDF files upon loading goes straight to the end of the document or it won't read one. This could be a problem with the document so it may not be the reader.
30 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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February 9, 2024
Very good. But improve the sound it's too robotics. The app is 100%ðŸ‡³ðŸ‡¦
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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January 22, 2023
Great tool for books that are not on audible ! This reads similarly to Adobe pdf read aloud which is a great tool for listening to books or documents if your strapped for time like myself. Be productive and utilise that time in the car and listen to these books you cannot get on audible, it can be a thesis your writing it doesn't matter it reads it clearly, and with emotion too. For me this is a great tool for this and I'm glad I have found this.
7 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No
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